The CASK/Lin-2 Drosophila homologue, Camguk, could play a role in epithelial patterning and in neuronal targeting.
Drosophila Camguk (Cmg) is a member of the CAMGUK subfamily of the MAGUK family of proteins which are localized at cell junction and other plasma membrane specialized regions, from worms to mammals. The protein structure of Cmg, as the other CAMGUK proteins, is characterized by only one PDZ domain and an additional CaM kinase domain, similar to CaMKII. While the mammalian ortholog CASKs play an important role in synaptic protein targeting and in synaptic plasticity, the Drosophila Cmg role is unknown. To study its potential role, we reported a detailed analysis of mRNA distribution of the Drosophila cmg gene at cellular and developmental level, during embryonic, larval, pupal and adult stages. The transient cmg transcription in midgut and Malpighian tubules may suggest a potential function in cell junction formation and in epithelial tissue patterning. Interestingly, cmg transcription increases substantially during embryonic neuroblast proliferation, becoming predominant in the developing central nervous system (CNS) during embryonic and postembryonic development stages and in the mature brain. In addition, a high transcriptional level was detected in the eye imaginal discs and in the adult retina, demonstrating a specific and continuous expression of cmg in neuroblasts and photoreceptor neurons, from the onset of cytodifferentiation. Our findings suggest that Cmg could play a potential role in transmembrane protein targeting, particularly in synapses. These observations suggest the existence of a common highly conserved mechanism involved in forming and maintaining proper synaptic protein targeting, which are fundamental features of synaptic plasticity, learning and memory. Through its function, the CaM kinase domain-containing Cmg may be involved in signal transduction cascade. Its potential relation to Calmodulin and CaMKII is discussed.